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Part I: Cover Page 
Administrative Units Assessment Report Template  
Record for Assessment of Outcomes 
The University of New Mexico 
 
 
 
Name of Administrative Unit/Department (if relevant):   Office of Advising Strategies 
          
Academic Year/Assessment Period:  June 2017-May 2018  
 
Submitted By (include email address): Laura Valdez 
 
Date Submitted for Review:  June 29, 2018   
 
State whether ALL of the SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within one year, two years, OR three years: One Year 
 
If the unit’s SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within two years or three years, please state whether this assessment record focuses on SLOs/AUOs 
from the first year, second year, or third year: NA 
 
Describe the actions and/or improvements that were implemented during the previous reporting period (provide relevant evidence): 
 
Part II: Assessment Report 
 
Unit Goal #1:  Students gain knowledge about course registration and accessing their advisor from college advising units at New Student Orientation. 
 
 
  
 Administrative 
Unit/Student 
Learning Outcomes 
UNM’s 
Student 
Learning 
Goals and/or 
UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures incl. 
Measure Type 
(Direct or 
Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* 
 
 
Data Analysis* Recommendations 
for Improvement/ 
Changes* 
AUO A1 
Students will gain 
knowledge to navigate 
LoboWeb and 
LoboAchieve from 
their New Student 
Orientation (NSO) 
advising sessions. 
CAS Domain-
Knowledge 
Acquisition, 
Integration, 
Construction, 
and Application 
(KAICA), 
Practical 
Competence 
(PC), and 
Humanitarian 
and Civic 
Engagement 
(HCE), 
NACADA 
Informational 
Core 
Competency, 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2, OAS 
Mission: 
Educate. 
Direct Students 
attending NSO 
will take part in 
an advising 
survey regarding 
their NSO 
advising 
experience.  At 
least 70% of 
respondents 
should report a 
high comfort 
level navigating 
LoboWeb and 
LoboAchieve. 
90% agreed or 
strongly agreed 
with the 
following 
statement: “I am 
comfortable 
exploring 
LoboWeb and 
LoboAchieve,” 
on their NSO 
Advising Survey. 
 
See Appendix A 
for survey results. 
All Students 
attending NSO 
must register for 
courses through 
LoboWeb, 
however it is 
difficult to 
measure 
knowledge 
gained through 
the process.  
Additionally, 
students make a 
follow-up 
appointment 
with their 
advisor using 
LoboAchieve 
during NSO, 
however 
completing the 
task might not 
translate to 
gaining 
knowledge. 
The survey question in 
next year’s instrument 
should be revised to 
capture learning rather 
than comfort. 
 AUO A2 
Students will gain 
knowledge on how to 
access their academic 
advisor from their NSO 
advising session. 
CAS KAICA, 
PC, & HCE. 
NACADA 
Informational 
Core 
Competency, 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2, OAS 
Mission: 
Educate. 
Indirect Students 
attending NSO 
will take part in 
an advising 
survey regarding 
their NSO 
advising 
experience.  At 
least 70% of 
respondents 
should report a 
high comfort 
level navigating 
LoboWeb and 
LoboAchieve. 
The survey failed 
to include a 
question about 
this.  As 
mentioned in 
AUOA1, 
students, during 
NSO, schedule a 
follow-up 
appointment with 
their advisor, 
which requires 
accessing and 
learning their 
advisor’s name 
and location; 
however, there is 
no clear way of 
pulling the data to 
measure this goal. 
The survey 
question asked 
students to 
identify reasons 
for seeing an 
advisor rather 
than how to 
access them.  
Students 
identified correct 
reasons for 
accessing their 
advisor. 
The survey question in 
next year’s instrument 
should be revised to be 
in alignment with this 
goal. 
 
Based on the data results and analysis provided for the student learning/administrative unit outcome(s) listed in the table above, for EACH outcome, please 
state if the outcome was met, partially met, or not met. Briefly explain why: 
 
AUO 1 Goal was met as students reported being comfortable using LoboWeb and LoboAchieve.  If students learn how to use these tools during the enrollment 
process, then they will continue to use them throughout their UNM career.   
 
Results from all advising questions on the NSO advising survey may be found in Appendix – Goal A.  The following is a snapshot of the question tied to AUO 
1. 
 
NSO Advising Survey Question 
I am comfortable exploring LoboWeb and LoboAchieve. 
 
  
 
 
AUO 2 
It is unclear whether AUO 2 Goal was met since the survey question was not aligned with the goal, and there is no existing data in LoboAchieve that can 
accurately measure this outcome. 
  
  
 
Unit Goal #2:  Colleges will update, when necessary, information on their posted degree program/major(s).  
 
Administrative 
Unit/Student 
Learning Outcomes 
UNM’s 
Student 
Learning 
Goals and/or 
UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures incl. 
Measure Type 
(Direct or 
Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* 
 
 
Data Analysis* Recommendations 
for Improvement/ 
Changes* 
Colleges will update 
degree requirements 
on their website(s) on 
a semester basis. 
 
CAS KAICA, 
PC, & HCE. 
NACADA 
Informational 
Core 
Competency, 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Lead and 
Advocate. 
Direct 70% of the 
colleges will 
achieve this goal. 
10 colleges 
participated in 
this goal, and all 
10 met the goal 
for a 100% 
attainment. (The 
College of Arts & 
Sciences partially 
met this goal.) 
Colleges use 
social media, 
email messages, 
and website 
updates.  Not all 
degree programs 
have changes in 
their degree 
requirements. 
This goal fails to 
measure whether 
student learning 
occurs with degree 
requirements.  The 
goal appears to be 
compliance based as 
was the case in the 
2016-17 cycle. 
Colleges will 
communicate student 
academic 
opportunities and 
resources via email, 
website, and/or social 
media on an annual 
basis. 
 
CAS KAICA, 
PC, & HCE. 
NACADA 
Informational 
Core 
Competency, 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Lead and 
Advocate. 
Direct 70% of colleges 
will achieve this 
goal. 
10 colleges 
participated in 
this goal. 9 met 
the goal for a 
90% attainment. 
(The College of 
Education did not 
submit their 
report; therefore, 
it is unknown as 
to whether their 
goal was met.) 
Colleges use 
social media, 
email messages, 
and website 
updates.  
Newer colleges such 
as Honors College and 
College of Population 
Health will be 
included in the 2018-
19 cycle, and should 
submit a report along 
with the other 10 
colleges. 
       
 
 Based on the data results and analysis provided for the student learning/administrative unit outcome(s) listed in the table above, for EACH outcome, please 
state if the outcome was met, partially met, or not met. Briefly explain why: 
 
Both AUO B1 and AUO B2 goals were met.  The evidence submitted varied across colleges.  Some colleges submitted email exchanges with their webmaster. 
Others submitted a screen shot of their sites or degree sheets.  A standardized method of collecting evidence ought to make the measurement clearer. 
  
 Unit Goal #3:  Advisors will gain knowledge about current advising practices during OAS-provided professional development.  
 
Administrative 
Unit/Student 
Learning Outcomes 
UNM’s 
Student 
Learning 
Goals and/or 
UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures incl. 
Measure Type 
(Direct or 
Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* 
 
 
Data Analysis* Recommendations 
for Improvement/ 
Changes* 
New advisors will gain 
knowledge of UNM 
academic advising 
programs, policies, and 
practices during New 
Advisor Training. 
CAS KAICA, 
PC, & HCE. 
NACADA 
Conceptual, 
Informational, 
and Relational 
Core 
Competencies, 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Educate and 
Lead. 
Direct 70% of new 
advisors 
completing 
training will 
submit their 
culminating 
portfolio. 
83% of new 
advisors 
successfully 
completed their 
portfolios. 
A Fall 2017 
supervisor needs 
assessment Fall 
2017 revealed 
that supervisors 
were not aware 
of the portfolio 
process.  We 
incorporated 
their feedback 
and signature 
into the process 
by Spring 2018. 
Continue to use the 
Portfolio as a 
performance 
benchmark, since it a 
great tool for tying all 
learning together. 
Academic and 
Integrated Advisors will 
gain knowledge about 
best practices during 
Advising Matters and/or 
Advisor Institute(s). 
 
CAS KAICA, 
PC, & HCE. 
NACADA 
Conceptual, 
Informational, 
and Relational 
Core 
Competencies, 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Educate and 
Lead. 
Direct Advisors 
participating in 
Advising Matters 
and Advisor 
Institute, of those 
that complete an 
evaluation 70% 
should report 
gaining 
knowledge 
The average 
response to 
program 
evaluations 
indicate that 36% 
strongly agreed 
and 41% agreed 
that Advisor 
Institute general 
sessions were 
informative. 
This was the first 
year that the 
evaluation asked 
whether sessions 
were 
informative.  In 
the past, the 
evaluation 
measured 
satisfaction with 
the topics 
presented. 
Continue to ask 
advisors if they are 
gaining knowledge in 
the professional 
development offered 
by OAS. 
The Advising Matters 
post-event survey 
needs to be fine-tuned 
in order to align 
questions to this goal. 
       
 
 Based on the data results and analysis provided for the student learning/administrative unit outcome(s) listed in the table above, for EACH outcome, please 
state if the outcome was met, partially met, or not met. Briefly explain why: 
 
In measuring the number of Advising Institute post-event survey, 77% gave an indication that they gained knowledge during the event. 
 
Professional development offered through the Office of Advising Strategies evolved considerably in the 2017-18 academic year, including the establishment 
of the eight Advising Matters meetings; the shift from updates on existing degree programs to best practices in the Advising Institute; and the movement to an 
online course format for New Advisor Training.  These changes brought new energy to the advising community and allowed our in-house trainer to be creative 
with the offerings.  The results have been positive as reflected in our evaluations (see Appendix C) for evaluation results and agendas for a content analysis. 
 
During the 2017-18 Academic Year some definition was given to the types of advising staff were conducting and are as follows: 
Academic Advisors are assigned to students based on their major, degree program, or college.  Organizationally, they are employed in a college. 
Integrated Advisors are assigned to students based on a student service (e.g. College Enrichment Program) or program participation (e.g. college sport).  
Organizationally, they are employed in Student Affairs, Enrollment Management, or Athletics.   
 Unit Goal #4:  The Office of Advising Strategies will continuously improve advising practices. 
 
 
Administrative 
Unit/Student 
Learning Outcomes 
UNM’s 
Student 
Learning 
Goals and/or 
UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures incl. 
Measure Type 
(Direct or 
Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* 
 
 
Data Analysis* Recommendations 
for Improvement/ 
Changes* 
Ensure that all 
individuals 
performing 
undergraduate 
academic and 
integrated 
advisement are 
classified 
appropriately. 
 
CAS KAICA, 
PC, & HCE. 
NACADA 
Informational 
Core 
Competency, 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Advocate and 
Lead 
 
Direct 90% of advisors 
in specific 
classifications 
will respond to a 
survey modeled 
after a Position 
Review 
Questionnaire. 
100% of advisors 
targeted for the 
survey responded 
to the survey. 
Data analysis is 
ongoing and will 
not be completed 
until Fall 2018. 
The project only 
captured main campus 
advising 
classifications.  Future 
projects should 
capture branch campus 
classifications. 
Examine and/or evaluate 
UNM advising practices 
that result in effective 
operations for advisors 
and/or students. 
 
CAS KAICA, 
PC, & HCE. 
NACADA 
Informational 
Core 
Competency, 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Advocate and 
Lead 
 
Direct Conduct a 
supervisor needs 
analysis to 
establish a 
baseline of how 
OAS can provide 
support for 
effective 
operations. 
23 supervisors 
took part in a 
needs analysis 
survey. 
The survey has 
provided a good 
foundation but 
in-depth 
information was 
lacking.   
Focus groups could 
provide in-depth 
information and 
valuable 
recommendations for 
providing effective 
operations.  Student 
feedback must be 
considered. 
       
 
 Based on the data results and analysis provided for the student learning/administrative unit outcome(s) listed in the table above, for EACH outcome, please 
state if the outcome was met, partially met, or not met. Briefly explain why: 
 
 
The goals, in terms of receiving data, were met.  Data analysis of 100 respondents has consumed more time than anticipated, but early analysis is allowing us 
to gain a better understanding of the student to advisor ratio for both academic and integrated advisors.   
The classification project is a collaborative effort with Human Resources, Compensation Division, and was a huge undertaking that required massive analysis 
then consultation with policies before recommendations can be made.  Initial analysis did reflect that job descriptions ought to be updated.   
 Cum. 
 
Appendix – Goal A 
 
 
2017 NSO Advising Survey 
Summary report 
Lists all the questions in the survey and displays a summary with detailed statistics and a chart for each question. Free text responses are not included. 
 
Results 
 
I was advised at: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Frequency table 
 
 Cum. Cum. Adjusted adjusted 
Choices 
Absolute frequency absolute 
frequency 
Relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
Anderson School of Management 201 201 9.57% 9.57% 9.59% 9.59% 
College of Arts & Sciences 523 724 24.89% 34.46% 24.94% 34.53% 
School of Architecture & Planning 52 776 2.48% 36.93% 2.48% 37.01% 
College of Education 193 969 9.19% 46.12% 9.2% 46.21% 
School of Engineering 212 1181 10.09% 56.21% 10.11% 56.32% 
College of Fine Arts 183 1364 8.71% 64.92% 8.73% 65.05% 
University College 731 2095 34.79% 99.71% 34.86% 99.9% 
University Libraries 2 2097 0.1% 99.81% 0.1% 100% 
Sum: 2097 - 99.81% - 100% - 
Not answered: 4 - 0.19% - - - 
Average: 4.51 Minimum: 1 Variance: 5.23 
Median: 5 Maximum: 8 Std. deviation: 2.29 
Total answered: 2097
 Cum. 
My advising session at NSO afforded me the opportunity to register for my fall 
courses. 
 
 
 
 
 
Frequency table 
 
Cum. Cum. Adjusted adjusted 
Levels 
Absolute frequency absolute 
frequency 
Relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
Strongly disagree 27 27 1.29% 1.29% 1.29% 1.29% 
Disagree 5 32 0.24% 1.52% 0.24% 1.52% 
Neutral 64 96 3.05% 4.57% 3.05% 4.57% 
Agree 560 656 26.65% 31.22% 26.67% 31.24% 
Strongly agree 1444 2100 68.73% 99.95% 68.76% 100% 
Sum: 2100 - 99.95% - 100% - 
Not answered: 1 - 0.05% - - - 
Average: 4.61 Minimum: 1 Variance: 0.47 
Median: 5 Maximum: 5 Std. deviation: 0.68 
Total answered: 2100 
 
 
 
My advising session at NSO provided me with the opportunity to address my 
individual academic questions. 
 
 
 
 
  
 Cum. 
. . . address my individual questions continued 
 
 
Frequency table 
Cum. 
Cum.  Cum. Adjusted adjusted Absolute
 absolute Relative relative relative relative 
Levels frequency frequency frequency frequency frequency frequency 
Strongly disagree 21 21 1% 1% 1% 1% 
Disagree 10 31 0.48% 1.48% 0.48% 1.48% 
Neutral 106 137 5.05% 6.52% 5.05% 6.53% 
Agree 703 840 33.46% 39.98% 33.52% 40.06% 
Strongly agree 1257 2097 59.83% 99.81% 59.94% 100% 
Sum: 2097 - 99.81% - 100% - 
Not answered: 4 - 0.19% - - - 
Average: 4.51 Minimum: 1 Variance: 0.5 
Median: 5 Maximum: 5 Std. deviation: 0.71 
Total answered: 2097 
 
I am comfortable further exploring LoboWeb and LoboAchieve. 
 
 
 
 
 
Frequency table 
 
Cum. Cum. Adjusted adjusted 
Levels 
Absolute frequency absolute 
frequency 
Relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
Strongly disagree 20 20 0.95% 0.95% 0.96% 0.96% 
Disagree 16 36 0.76% 1.71% 0.77% 1.72% 
Neutral 167 203 7.95% 9.66% 8% 9.72% 
Agree 870 1073 41.41% 51.07% 41.67% 51.39% 
Strongly agree 1015 2088 48.31% 99.38% 48.61% 100% 
Sum: 2088 - 99.38% - 100% - 
Not answered: 13 - 0.62% - - - 
Average: 4.36 Minimum: 1 Variance: 0.55 
Median: 4 Maximum: 5 Std. deviation: 0.74 
Total answered: 2088 
 Cum. 
I am confident that my advisor will welcome my visits and assist me in the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
Frequency table 
 
Cum. Cum. Adjusted adjusted 
Levels 
Absolute frequency absolute 
frequency 
Relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
Strongly disagree 20 20 0.95% 0.95% 0.96% 0.96% 
Disagree 3 23 0.14% 1.09% 0.14% 1.1% 
Neutral 72 95 3.43% 4.52% 3.45% 4.56% 
Agree 617 712 29.37% 33.89% 29.59% 34.15% 
Strongly agree 1373 2085 65.35% 99.24% 65.85% 100% 
Sum: 2085 - 99.24% - 100% - 
Not answered: 16 - 0.76% - - - 
Average: 4.59 Minimum: 1 Variance: 0.43 
Median: 5 Maximum: 5 Std. deviation: 0.66 
Total answered: 2085 
 
 
  
 Cum. 
I will see my academic advisor if: 
 
 
 
 
  
Frequency table 
 
Cum. Cum. Adjusted adjusted 
Choices 
Absolute 
frequency 
absolute 
frequency 
Relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
relative 
frequency 
I want to discuss my plan of study 101 101 4.81% 4.81% 4.83% 4.83% 
I want to explore my interests 29 130 1.38% 6.19% 1.39% 6.21% 
I want to know how dropping or failing a course will 
affect me 
17 147 0.81% 7% 0.81% 7.02% 
I need help identifying resources for academic 
success 
27 174 1.29% 8.28% 1.29% 8.31% 
I need guidance on what classes to take 40 214 1.9% 10.19% 1.91% 10.22% 
All of the above 1879 2093 89.43% 99.62% 89.78% 100% 
Sum: 2093 - 99.62% - 100% - 
Not answered: 8 - 0.38% - - - 
Average: 5.63 Minimum: 1 Variance: 1.44 
Median: 6 Maximum: 6 Std. deviation: 1.2 
Total answered: 2093 
  
 Appendix – Goal B – College Reports 
 
 
Part I: Cover Page 
Administrative Units Assessment Report Template  
Record for Assessment of Outcomes 
The University of New Mexico 
 
Name of Administrative Unit/Department (if relevant): Anderson School of Management (ASM) Advisement & Career Services Center 
          
Academic Year/Assessment Period:  2017-2018 
 
Submitted By (include email address): Florencio Olguin, Director of Student Services, folguin@unm.edu 
 
Date Submitted for Review:   06/18/2018  
 
State whether ALL of the SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within one year, two years, OR three years: AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured 
within one year 
 
If the unit’s SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within two years or three years, please state whether this assessment record focuses on 
SLOs/AUOs from the first year, second year, or third year: N/A 
 
Describe the actions and/or improvements that were implemented during the previous reporting period (provide relevant evidence): 
 
Due to construction of the McKinnon Center for Management, the ASM Advisement & Career Services Center was inaccessible for a period of time. While 
advisor availability was frequently updated on the advisement section of the ASM website, students did not always seek out this information.  
To ensure students would learn of further impact that construction had on advisor availability and other student services, a headline was more clearly displayed on 
the homepage of the ASM website.  
See Appendix A. 
Part II:  Assessment Report 
Goal B 
 Part II: Assessment 
Report  Unit Goal B:  
Administrative 
Unit/Student 
Learning Outcomes 
UNM’s 
Student 
Learning 
Goals and/or 
UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures incl. 
Measure Type 
(Direct or 
Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* 
 
 
Data Analysis* Recommendations for 
Improvement/ 
Changes* 
Colleges will update, 
when necessary, 
information on their 
posted degree 
program/major(s).  
 
AUO B1 Colleges will 
update degree 
requirements on their 
website(s) on a 
semester basis. 
 
AUO B2 Colleges will 
communicate student 
academic 
opportunities and 
resources via email, 
website, and/or social 
media on an annual 
basis. 
 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Lead and 
Advocate. 
Direct 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Direct 
ASM Advisement 
& Career Services 
Center websites 
and degree 
checklists will be 
reviewed for 
updating at least 
once per semester 
(i.e., email 
correspondence, 
sample materials). 
 
 
At least one 
communication 
will be sent to 
students regarding 
ASM Advisement 
& Career Services 
Center information 
and resources per 
semester via 
email, listservs 
and social media 
(i.e. copy of 
listservs). 
 
ASM webpages 
pertaining to degree 
program 
information were 
updated at least 15 
times during the 
course of the 2017-
2018 academic 
year. 
 
See Appendix B. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASM Advisement 
& Career Services 
sent at least 10 
listserv emails 
notifying students 
of advisor 
availability as well 
as School-specific 
and campus-wide 
opportunities for 
engagement.  
 
See Appendix C. 
Students were 
consistently able to 
access up-to-date 
information 
regarding degree 
information.  
However, at times 
students accessed 
outdated degree 
information by 
Googling ASM 
programs.  
ASM students 
received pertinent 
information in their 
inbox on a regular 
basis (oftentimes on 
a weekly basis).  
While the 
integration of 
academic advising 
and career services 
has proven 
beneficial to ASM 
students, there were 
rare instances 
where a student 
misinterpreted the 
availability and 
purpose of the two 
functions. 
As part of the regular 
review of websites 
listing ASM degree 
program information 
(e.g. mgt.unm.edu, 
degrees.unm.edu, NM 
Business Course 
Articulation matrices, 
etc.), a careful review of 
outdated web addresses 
will be performed.  
To better clarify the 
roles of academic 
advising and career 
development in the ASM 
student experience, a 
new email account 
named “Anderson 
Student Info” will 
differentiate content sent 
to student listservs 
related to internship 
opportunities, events, 
and student organization 
involvement from 
content related to 
registration deadlines, 
curriculum changes, and 
advisor availability via 
the “Anderson 
Advising” email 
account. 
  
Based on the data results and analysis provided for the student learning/administrative unit outcome(s) listed in the table above, for EACH outcome, please 
state if the outcome was met, partially met, or not met. Briefly explain why: 
 
AUO B1: Met. ASM continuously updates website content related to degree program information to ensure accurate degree planning. 
 
AUO B2: Met. ASM utilizes a listserv and social media to inform students of myriad opportunities related to internships, student organizations, and campus 
events. 
 
ASM Appendix A – Goal B 
 
 
 
ASM Appendix B – Goal B 
 
 
From: Samantha Joann Trujillo 
Sent: Tuesday, August 15, 2017 10:33 AM To: Eugene Rooney <erooney@unm.edu> Subject: RE: Website Updates 
Can I get the Apply Today changed to Transfer Students Apply Today? 
>> I need clarification on the exact page this refers to. 
It is under the Admission to Anderson drop down on the left hand navigation. Does that help? If I can’t get the name changed, could I just have it deleted? 
>> DONE. It might be worthwhile to consider adding language or info about the auto-acceptance so UNM students know what that process looks like. 
Can I get this added to the UNM Students Admissions Page under the requirements? https://bba.mgt.unm.edu/admissions/application-checklist.asp 
Do you think there should be language about the auto-acceptance for UNM Students on the application page also or would under the requirements be enough? 
 
 
 
 From: Eugene Rooney 
Sent: Tuesday, August 15, 2017 10:34 AM 
To: Samantha Joann Trujillo <sjtrujillo2218@unm.edu> Subject: RE: Website Updates 
 
It is. See below: 
  
From: Samantha Joann Trujillo 
Sent: Monday, August 14, 2017 3:50 PM 
To: Josh Saiz <jsaiz@unm.edu>; Eugene Rooney <erooney@unm.edu> Subject: Website Updates 
 
Hi Josh and Rooney, 
 
Here we go. These are the updates I need. Thank you so much!!! 
Can I get the links (Prerequisites, Application Checklist, and Apply Now) and the deadlines on the BBA Home Page deleted? 
https://bba.mgt.unm.edu/default.asp?mm=undergraduate 
>> DONE. 
Can I get the Application Deadlines deleted? https://bba.mgt.unm.edu/admissions/default.asp 
>> DONE. This page has been removed from the menu and redirects to www.mgt.unm.edu/deadlines in case there are any other documents or pages that link to 
deadlines. 
Can I get the BBA Admission Deadlines deleted from that link? We are no longer going to have BBA admission deadlines. 
>> DONE. Text now reads: There are no BBA admission deadlines. Please contact the Anderson Advisement Office for more information. 
 Can I get the Application Checklist changed to two pages and have them named Transfer Student Admissions and UNM Student Admissions? 
https://bba.mgt.unm.edu/admissions/application-checklist.asp 
>> DONE. 
Can I get this info put on the Transfer Student page? 
>> DONE. A transfer page has been created with the content you provided below. 
>> It also appears we have a page with transfer info here https://bba.mgt.unm.edu/transfers/default.asp. Please review that content and let us know if any changes need to 
be made to it. 
Crystle and Flo gave me the info for this update so I will get with them on that page and see if they need anything changed. I will get back to you as soon as I can. 
>> OK. 
 
Transfer Students Admission Requirements 
Completion of pre-admission coursework. A  checklist of required pre-admission coursework is part of your application. 
A minimum grade of "C" and an overall cumulative GPA of 2.5 on all required pre-admission coursework. 
An overall combined GPA of 2.5 on all University of New Mexico and transfer coursework. 
Submission of Application to the Anderson School Advisement Center during the semester that pre-admission coursework is to be completed. 
You must be admitted to UNM before you can be admitted to Anderson. Visit the UNM website (www.unm.edu) for more information. 
Send official transcripts from all institutions attended. Please notify your advisor if you have academic coursework in progress from another institution, i.e. 
CNM. 
 
Requirements are subject to change. Please note that there is no guarantee of admission. 
 
Application Materials Checklist 
Admission Requirements (above) 
Application: Please complete the application. 
All information should be filled in completely by applicant. 
Transfer students must include appropriate documentation of coursework in progress at institutions other than UNM with their  application. 
To facilitate the transfer of courses within certain degree programs, New Mexico colleges and universities have collaborated to develop transferable discipline 
modules. To view equivalent courses across other New Mexico colleges and universities, download the Business Articulation Matrix. 
 
Admissions Application Receipt (sent via email) 
 
Transfer Students Apply Today! 
Begin a NEW application 
Continue a SAVED application 
 
 Can I get this info added to the UNM Student page? 
>> DONE. The content below has been added to the UNM Students Admission Requirements page. Can I have the info below it deleted? 
>> DONE. Please review. 
 
UNM Students Admission Requirements 
Must be a declared pre-business student 
Completion of pre-admission coursework. 
A minimum grade of "C" and an overall cumulative GPA of 2.5 on all required pre-admission coursework. 
An overall combined GPA of 2.5 on all University of New Mexico and transfer coursework. 
Please notify your advisor if you have academic coursework in progress from another institution, 
i.e. CNM. 
Requirements are subject to change. Please note that there is no guarantee of admission. 
Can I get the Apply Today changed to Transfer Students Apply Today? 
>> I need clarification on the exact page this refers to. 
It is under the Admission to Anderson drop down on the left hand navigation. Does that help? If I can’t get the name changed, could I just have it deleted? 
>> DONE. It might be worthwhile to consider adding language or info about the auto-acceptance so UNM students know what that process looks like. 
Can I get this added to the UNM Students Admissions Page under the requirements? https://bba.mgt.unm.edu/admissions/application-
checklist.asp 
6. Students will be considered for automatic admission and do not need to apply. 
Can I get the title of the application changed to Welcome to the Anderson BBA (Undergraduate) Online Application for Transfer Students? 
>> If you are referring to https://online.mgt.unm.edu/bba/, that application is used for UNM and transfer students. We do not have a separate application so naming it for 
Transfer Students might be misleading. If I am misunderstanding the request, please let me know.  
Flo and Crystle requested it. They no longer want UNM students to apply, they are going to automatically admit them.  
>> DONE. Title changed. Please review the content on https://online.mgt.unm.edu/bba given your statement above. 
Can I get the Application Deadlines deleted from this page? https://online.mgt.unm.edu/bba/ 
>> DONE. 
Can I get the speed advising pages deleted? https://bba.mgt.unm.edu/advisement/speed-advising.asp, https://mba.mgt.unm.edu/advisement/speed-
advising.asp, https://macct.mgt.unm.edu/advisement/speed- advising.asp, https://msisa.mgt.unm.edu/advisement/speed-advising.asp, 
https://pmc.mgt.unm.edu/advisement/speed-advising.asp. 
>> DONE. 
Can I get the Apply to Anderson tab on the BBA Home Page changed to Admission to Anderson?  
https://bba.mgt.unm.edu/default.asp?mm=undergraduate 
>> DONE. The left-hand navigation has been renamed. 
Can I get the frequently used forms page deleted? https://bba.mgt.unm.edu/advisement/frequently-used-forms.asp 
 >> DONE. 
Can I get the Holds page redone with this info? 
>> DONE. 
 
Holds 
New Student Learning Workshop: 
The Anderson Advisement Center will start holding New Student Learning Workshops on September 14th, 2017. The workshops will be held in Travelstead Hall 
(Building 65) in room 125. You do not need to register for a New Student Learning Workshop, it will be first come, first serve and limited to 15 students per 
workshop. 
New Student Learning Workshop Times 
Thursdays 9:30AM-10:30AM  
Fridays 1:00PM-2:00PM 
If you currently have a New Student Learning Workshop Hold please  email your advisor so they may push the hold back for you. You  will still need to attend a 
workshop once they are open. If you have any    questions please feel free to call us at (505) 277-3290. 
Degree Progress Check: 
Students will receive a Degree Progress Check hold when they have 60+ credit hours and have not been admitted to Anderson. Students must set up an 
appointment with an advisor or come in to open advisement to get the hold removed. Advisors will be checking your schedule and making sure you are on the 
right track to admission to ASM. 
Apply to Graduate: 
Students will receive an Apply to Graduate Hold when they have 90+ credit hours but do not have a graduation record on file. Students must simply fill out a 
graduation application to have the hold removed. Students may do so here: https://online.mgt.unm.edu/bbagraduation/. If your original graduation date changes 
please let your advisor know. 
Probation: 
Students receiving a probation hold must set up an advisement appointment with their assigned academic advisor to get this hold removed. 
I know this is a lot of changes and I hope this email makes sense. Please let me know if you don’t understand all my requests. 
Thanks again, Samantha J. Trujillo Administrative Assistant II 
RE: New Concentration Checklists 
 
From: Florencio Olguin 
Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2017 6:37 PM 
To: Josh Saiz <jsaiz@unm.edu>; Eugene Rooney <erooney@unm.edu> Cc: Crystle Marie Collier <crystlem@unm.edu> 
Subject: New Concentration Checklists Hi Josh and Rooney, 
 When you get a chance, please update the website with the attached BBA concentration checklists. We have moved away from the suggested 
schedule format with the exception of the IFDM concentration. Let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks! Florencio 
 
RE: Internship for Credit Updates 
 
From: Florencio Olguin 
Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2017 6:31 PM  
To: Kate Williams <kwill07@unm.edu> Subject: Internship for Credit Updates 
 
Hi Kate, 
Can you remove any mention of concentration credit for internships from our website as well as the forms we have students/employers fill out? Thank you! 
Florencio 
 
 
From: Samantha Joann Trujillo 
Sent: Friday, October 27, 2017 2:53 PM 
To: Josh Saiz <jsaiz@unm.edu>; Eugene Rooney <erooney@unm.edu> Subject: Update 
 
Hi Josh and Rooney, 
I updated the BBA concentration sheet for International Management because it had the wrong Faculty Advisor. Can I get the updated version on 
our website please? I also don’t know how to update the PDF version on SharePoint so I only updated the Word version. Thanks for your help. 
Have a great day! Samantha J. Trujillo Administrative Assistant 
II 
Re: Updated SMP checklist 
Eugene Rooney 
Mon 11/6/2017 7:42 PM 
To:Florencio Olguin <folguin@unm.edu>; Josh Saiz <jsaiz@unm.edu>; 
Cc:Shawn Berman <sberman@unm.edu>; Karen DW Patterson <patterson@unm.edu>; Harry Van Buren <hjvb3@unm.edu>; Erick Rodriguez <erodriguezj@unm.edu>; 
 Good evening. 
The old concentration page has been replaced with the updated PDF you provided. Thanks, Rooney 
 
From: Florencio Olguin 
Sent: Monday, November 6, 2017 4:58 PM To: Josh Saiz; Eugene Rooney 
Cc: Shawn Berman; Karen DW Patterson; Harry Van Buren; Erick Rodriguez Subject: Updated SMP checklist 
Good afternoon, 
 
Please update the MBA SMP concentration checklist found at the following link with the attached updated sheet: 
https://mba.mgt.unm.edu/checklists/strategic-management/after2014.asp. 
 
  
 Updated IFDM Checklist 
 
Florencio Olguin 
Mon 12/4/2017 4:02 PM 
To:Crystle Marie Collier <crystlem@unm.edu>; Julian Gutierrez <julian93@unm.edu>; Matthew David Vallejos 
<matthewv@unm.edu>; Joshua David Gallegos <jgall014@unm.edu>; Kelsey Molo <molok@unm.edu>; Andres Rigg 
<arigg@unm.edu>; Chrisaundra Lyannae Henderson <clhenderson@unm.edu>; Diahndra Grill <dgrill@unm.edu>; 
Cc:Nick Vincent Flor <nickflor@unm.edu>; 
1 attachments (506 KB) BBA IFDM.PDF; 
Good afternoon, 
Please find attached an updated IFDM checklist with the following changes: 
IFDM 105L is now listed as a required course in the Freshman Year due to the fact that this course is an admission requirement to the IFDM program 
IFDM 241L (Directing for Film & Video) has replaced IFDM 205L (Studio I Activating Digital Space) in the Sophomore Year: First Semester 
IFDM 300 (Critical Intermediation) has been renamed Cinematography in the Junior Year: First Semester 
Diahndra, 
Can you send us the updated IFDM admission form? Let me know if you have any questions. 
Best,  Florencio 
 
 
 
 RE: Undergraduate Program Catalog Updates.docx 
From: Florencio Olguin 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2018 1:17 PM 
To: Deirdre Frances Markham <dmarkham@unm.edu> Cc: Shawn Berman <sberman@unm.edu> 
Subject: Re: BBA Program Catalog Updates.docx 
Hi Deirdre, 
Thanks again for your work on cleaning up language in the catalog. I like the way you have organized #5 as part of the first paragraph. 
I have made changes to the "Transfer Policies" section below: 
Transfer from Other Accredited Institutions 
Students planning to complete their first two years of study at a committee college or at a four-year college other than the University of New Mexico should take only those courses 
that are offered as freshman- or sophomore-level courses at the University of New Mexico. 
Transferring students must meet normal requirements for admission to this University as well as admission requirements of the Anderson School. 
Transfer of credit is a two-part process. (1) The Office of Admissions prepares a credit evaluation as soon as possible after admission status has been determined. (2) Each 
college or school then determines if and how this transferable work may be used to meet individual degree requirements. Determination of the use of transferable work is 
made at the time of admission to the Anderson School. Evaluations or opinions offered prior to admission are unofficial and nonbinding. 
Students desiring to transfer credit for any upper-division Anderson School course must receive prior approval from a faculty member possessing expertise in the area. Such requests 
should be submitted electronically here: https://online.mgt.unm.edu/transferrequest/request.aspx. Students requesting credit from institutions outside of the United States should 
be prepared to provide information about the number of classroom hours per course and the quality of the institution. 
A minimum of 24 credit hours must be taken in residence at Anderson. At least fifty percent (50%) of the management core and fifty percent (50%) of the concentration classes must 
be taken at Anderson unless the student obtains a written waiver from the Department Chair. Individual departments may establish additional residency requirements. The Anderson 
School does not accept credit from educational programs of noncollegiate organizations. 
Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks!  Florencio 
 
 
From: Deirdre Frances Markham 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2018 9:46:55 AM To: Florencio Olguin 
Cc: Shawn Berman 
Subject: RE: BBA Program Catalog Updates.docx 
Flo, 
Hi, last round I think. I’ve attached the current draft with all the changes. I highlighted the bullet, area, etc so you don’t have to read through the entire document unless 
you’re just really looking for something to do J 
Please look carefully at #5 under admissions requirements. I’m not completely happy with how provisional admissions are sequenced but don’t have a better idea unless we 
have it as #6. How many transfer students are also provisional admits? We could bring this information up so it would be organized as below if this is primarily one group of 
students. 
Transfer students who are completing pre-admission coursework at another institution must  complete the UNM admissions process successfully prior to submitting 
a B.B.A. Application for Transfer Students. The provisional admissions process allows transfer students to be admitted to Anderson    prior to completion of all pre-
admission coursework. Only students who are within 15 hours of completing pre-admission coursework will be considered for provisional admission. To be 
considered for provisional admission, submit an official transcript to the UNM admissions office and submit an unofficial transcript to B.B.A. Advisor. Successful 
 completion of pre-admission coursework and maintenance of a 2.5 GPA will be required for full admission. 
Application procedures must be completed by: 
April 1 for Summer admission 
August 1 for Fall admission 
November 1 for Spring admission 
Last thing to review is the transfer information in a lower section. I don’t know if the articulation section needs updating for this round, but wanted to be sure that the 
information under “Transfer from Other Accredited Institutions” is consistent with how we’ve updated the admissions information. 
Thanks for all your guidance so we can have these be clearer for students and hopefully reduce workload for the advisors. 
Best, Deirdre 
 
 
From:  Florencio Olguin  
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2018 1:17 PM  
To: Deirdre Frances Markham <dmarkham@unm.edu 
Cc: Shawn Berman <sberman@unm.edu>  
Subject:  BBA Program Catalog Updates.docx 
Hi, I hope you and your family had a wonderful Disney time!!! If you could review the attached and confirm the updates are correct, that would 
be great. Also, please see comments where I need additional information before I send to Val to confirm these are edits only. 
The items I see that may require a form C are the changes to Notes regarding graduation, the MACCT application issue with 340/341/346 in 
progress and the 12 hours for enrollment preference. 
Thanks for help with this and we’ll wrap up the MBA changes tomorrow. Best, Deirdre 
Concentration Sheets 
Thu 4/19/2018 12:42 PM 
Sent Items 
To:Samantha Joann Trujillo <sjtrujillo2218@unm.edu>; Brittany Lopez (britlope@unm.edu) <britlope@unm.edu>; 
Cc:Crystle Marie Collier <crystlem@unm.edu>; 
1 attachments (52 KB) 
2yr-spring-2016-through-fall-2020.xlsx; 
Good afternoon, 
The decision has been made to include on all concentration sheets whether courses are only offered in the fall or spring semester. Could 
either or both of you work on this project? Please reference the attached two year schedule.Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks, 
Florencio 
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Part I: Cover Page 
Administrative Units Assessment Report Template  
Record for Assessment of Outcomes 
The University of New Mexico 
 
 
 
Name of Administrative Unit/Department (if relevant): Arts & Sciences Advisement 
          
Academic Year/Assessment Period: 17-18 
 
Submitted By (include email address): Stephanie Hands, ssmith@unm.edu 
 
Date Submitted for Review: June 18, 2018    
 
State whether ALL of the SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within one year, two years, OR three years: yearly 
 
If the unit’s SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within two years or three years, please state whether this assessment record focuses on 
SLOs/AUOs from the first year, second year, or third year:  
 
Describe the actions and/or improvements that were implemented during the previous reporting period (provide relevant evidence): 
 
 
Last year’s goal: A&S  advisors will send announcements to students via email, listservs and social media (i.e. copy of listervs and social media 
activities logs or reports) - **In the next year A&S will coordinate all Major listservs to record archives to provide more comprehensive 
assessment for 18. 100% complete.  
 
Part II: Assessment Report 
 
 Unit Goal B: 
 
Administrative 
Unit/Student 
Learning Outcomes 
UNM’s 
Student 
Learning 
Goals and/or 
UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures incl. 
Measure Type 
(Direct or 
Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* 
 
 
Data Analysis* Recommendations 
for Improvement/ 
Changes* 
Colleges will update, when 
necessary, information on 
their posted degree 
program/major(s).  
 
UNM 2020 Goal 2 
and 3, OAS 
Mission: Lead and 
Advocate. 
Direct B1: A&S  websites 
and advising 
materials will be 
regularly reviewed 
for updating as 
needed (i.e., 
screenshots of 
websites with 
materials posted) 
 
The A&S   websites 
and advising 
materials will be 
reviewed for 
updating at least 
once per catalog 
year in conjunction 
with the next years 
curriculum. This is 
to be done in the 
late spring for NSO 
readiness. 
 
 
 
Advisors were asked 
to review any 
relevant web content 
housed in their 
departments and 
make appropriate 
suggestions for 
editing.   
Internal websites 
were reviewed but 
Advisement can 
only recommend 
changes to the 
department.   
 
There are no 
student learning 
outcomes attached 
to this as it is a 
static editorial 
function. 
 
50% complete 
This outcome is partially 
met as we also wish to 
update Degrees.unm.edu 
but have not found time to 
do so across the board.  
Only a few departments 
have been able to 
complete the second task 
to date. 
 
Based on the data results and analysis provided for the student learning/administrative unit outcome(s) listed in the table above, for EACH outcome, please 
state if the outcome was met, partially met, or not met. Briefly explain why: 
 
This outcome is partially met as we also wish to update Degrees.unm.edu but have not found time to do so across the board.  Only a few departments have been able 
to complete the second task to date. 
  
  
  
  
 
 
Part I: Cover Page 
Administrative Units Assessment Report Template Record for Assessment of Outcomes 
The University of New Mexico 
 
 
 
Name of Administrative Unit/Department (if relevant): School of Architecture & Planning 
Academic Year/Assessment Period: June 1, 2017 to May 31, 2018 
Submitted By (include email address): Geraldine Forbes Isais, Dean, gforbes@unm.edu / Contact: Lisa Stewart, Academic Operations Officer, 
lstewart@unm.edu 
 
Date Submitted for Review: June 18, 2018 
 
State whether ALL of the SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within one year, two years, OR three years: One Year 
 
If the unit’s SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within two years or three years, please state whether this assessment record focuses on 
SLOs/AUOs from the first year, second year, or third year: 
 
Describe the actions and/or improvements that were implemented during the previous reporting period (provide relevant evidence): 
 
 
 
 
Part II: Assessment Report 
Unit Goal B: 
  
 
Administrative UNM’s Assessment Performance Data Results* Data Analysis* Recommendations 
Unit/Student Student Measures incl. Benchmark   for Improvement/ 
Learning Outcomes Learning Measure Type    Changes* 
 Goals and/or (Direct or     
 UNM’s Indirect)*     
 Strategic Plan      
Colleges will update, 
when necessary, 
information on their 
posted degree 
program/major(s). 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Lead and 
Advocate. 
Direct Colleges will 
update their 
information once 
a semester 
Met Google analytics 
data indicated 
increased online 
traffic and 
improved 
geospatial data. 
See attached: 
Google 
Analytics; 
Facebook 
Insights; and You 
Tube Analytics. 
Recommendation to 
set up quarterly 
website assessment 
reviews with the 
academic advisors. 
 
Next step: calendar 
assessment reviews 
throughout the 
academic year and 
review enrollment 
metrics to the google 
analytics. 
     
Strength: student 
Communication 
and Marketing 
Intern 
continuously 
updates SA+P 
website; intern 
also continuously 
updates Facebook 
and provides 
YouTube links on 
School’s site. 
 
 Based on the data results and analysis provided for the student learning/administrative unit outcome(s) listed in the table above, for EACH 
outcome, please state if the outcome was met, partially met, or not met. Briefly explain why: 
 
Goal B for this outcome was met. The Sr. Academic Advisor for Undergraduate Students met with the Associate Dean for Student Engagement and Academic 
Innovation in July 2018 to review website information pertaining to advisement. The Sr. Academic Advisor recommended text for the School of Architecture and 
Planning website, including digital copies of program fliers. In April 2018, the Sr. Academic Advisor reported incorrect information on the UNM site 
degrees.unm.edu and contacted the Institute of Design and Innovation; corrections were made in May 20108. 
 
In the fall of 2017, the School of Architecture and Planning developed a new website to improve recruitment and student services. The google 
analytics data indicated increased online traffic to the site and improved geospatial data to better target areas in the region for program 
recruitment. The academic advisors were critical in the development of the new website and provided data to further improve and enhance 
advisement and recruitment efforts. 
 
See attached reports: Google Analytics; Facebook Insights; and You Tube Analytics. Strength: A student Communication and Marketing Intern was 
assigned to continuously update the School of Architecture and Planning website resulting in changes/edits made in a timely manner; the intern also updates 
Facebook and provides YouTube links on the School’s site. 
 
Recommendation to set up quarterly website assessment reviews with the academic advisors and Associate Dean for Student Engagement and 
Academic Innovation. 
 
Next step: calendar assessment reviews throughout the academic year and review enrollment metrics to the google analytics. 
Youtube Analytics 
Demographic Overview 
Sep 2017 - May 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Youtube Analytics 
Channel Summary 
Sep 2017 - May 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Youtube Analytics 
User Sources 
Sep 2017 - May 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Facebook Insights 
Page Followers 
Sep 2017 - May 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
# of Page Follows 
September 2017 1,330 
October 2017 1,341 
November 2017 1,342 
December 2017 1,352 
January 2018 1,364 
February 2018 1,373 
March 2018 1,442 
April 2018 1,646 
May 2018 1,664 
 
Facebook Insights 
Engagement 
Sep 2017 - May 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Popular Videos # of times viewed 
UNM SA+P: Innocation 845 
LA Open House Tour 167 
Abbott: Beyond Blade Runner 21 
Ben Gilmartin Harnar Lecture 11 
Smith Plaza Presentation 7 
        
 
 Behavior Overview_Sept-May 
 
 
Sep 1, 2017 - May 31, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pageviews 
                           October 2017 November 2017 December 2017 January 2018 February 2018 March 2018 April 2018  May 2018 
 
 
         Pageviews 
    135,539 
       
Unique Pageviews 
111,185 
 
Avg. Time on Page 
00:01:20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
© 2018 Google 
Bounce Rate 
64.02% 
 
% Exit 
45.55% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Page Pageviews % Pageviews 
   
1. / 46,190 34.08% 
   
2. /degree-programs/index.html 5,398 3.98% 
3. /index.html 5,168 3.81% 
4. /faculty-staff/faculty/index.html 4,772 3.52% 
5. /about/faculty.html 4,178 3.08% 
6. /student-resources/index.html 4,045 2.98% 
7. /admissions/index.html 3,503 2.58% 
8. /degree-programs/graduate-degree.html 3,336 2.46% 
9. /about/index.html 2,401 1.77% 
10. /faculty-staff/staff/index.html 1,676 1.24% 
 
1,20
0 
60
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Part I: Cover Page 
Administrative Units Assessment Report Template 
Record for Assessment of Outcomes 
The University of New Mexico 
 
 
 
 
Name of Administrative Unit/Department: The College of Education (COE) Center for Student Success (CSS) Advisement Center 
Academic Year/Assessment Period: June 1, 2017 to May 31, 2018 
Submitted By (include email address): Smith Frederick smithxix@unm.edu and Brittany Padilla bpadill2@unm.edu 
 
Date Submitted for Review: June 28, 2018 
 
State whether ALL of the SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within one year, two years, OR three years: 
 
If the unit’s SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within two years or three years, please state whether this assessment record focuses on 
SLOs/AUOs from the first year, second year, or third year: 
 
Describe the actions and/or improvements that were implemented during the previous reporting period (provide relevant evidence): 
 
 
 
Part II: Assessment Report 
 
Unit Goal B: 
 Administrative 
Unit/Student 
Learning 
Outcomes 
UNM’s Student 
Learning Goals 
and/or UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures incl. 
Measure Type 
(Direct or 
Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* Data Analysis* Recommendations for 
Improvement/ 
Changes* 
AUO B1 Colleges 
will update, when 
necessary, 
information on their 
posted degree 
program/major(s). 
UNM 2020 Goal 
2 and 3, OAS 
Mission: Lead 
and Advocate. 
Direct Colleges will 
update their 
information 
at least once 
a semester. 
In the fall of 2017, the COE CSS 
met the goal by updating the COE 
website. The COE CSS added all 
Secondary Education Programs of 
Study to the Secondary Education 
undergraduate page of the COE 
website. 
 
In the spring of 2018, the COE 
CSS exceeded the goal by 
updating the COE website twice 
and the catalog once. Spring 2018 
marked the addition of the 
application requirements for 
Progress Point I and II to the 
Secondary Education 
undergraduate page of the COE 
website. The COE CSS also 
updated a link and deadlines listed 
on an informational page of the 
COE website noting program 
application information. 
Finally, the COE CSS submitted 
The COE CSS 
works with faculty 
and programs to 
make sure that the 
content within its 
control is 
updated as timely 
possible from the 
time of 
notification of a 
change. One of the 
challenge with this 
work is the lack of 
updated 
content provided 
by department 
and programs. 
The COE CSS did met 
its benchmark, however 
it is aware that its 
website is only a 
portion of the 
information that could 
have been updated. 
There are many areas on 
the web that contain 
UNM COE information 
including 
degrees.unm.edu and we 
believe we can do a 
better job of updating 
information on the COE 
that is external on a more 
frequent schedule. 
    updates to the UNM Catalog   
    specific to the COE.   
 AUO B2 Colleges 
will communicate 
student academic 
opportunities and 
resources via email, 
website, and/or 
social media. on an 
annual basis 
UNM 2020 Goal 
2 and 3, OAS 
Mission: Lead 
and Advocate. 
Direct Colleges will 
communicate 
academic 
opportunities 
on an annual 
basis. 
In the 17/18 academic year, the 
COE CSS met the goal by 
providing students with 
information via email, the 
website and social media. The 
COE CSS was able to 
communicate with student via 
the following venues a. 
The CSS staff has 
designed and 
developed a 
communication 
mechanism that 
allows it to 
connect with 
students in all of 
its programs. It 
uses a variety of 
metrics from 
communications 
with students to 
enhance 
individualized and 
group messaging. 
Feedback from 
students in general 
is that the 
communications 
are timely and 
appreciated. 
No recommendations 
for improvement at 
this time. 
    Emails sent:  
    153 to a total of 10385 recipients  
    
Website updates made: 
 
    288 requests with approximately  
    600 unique edits  
    
Facebook: 
 
    # of Posts- 53  
    # of people Reached – 13,570  
    # of Engagements – 1,987  
    # of Followers gained – 108  
    
Instagram: 
 
    23 Posts  
    
Twitter: 
 
    17 Tweets  
 
Based on the data results and analysis provided for the student learning/administrative unit outcome(s) listed in the table above, for EACH outcome, 
please state if the outcome was met, partially met, or not met. Briefly explain why: 
 
The COE CSS met the goal of updating degree program/major information once a semester. This was achieved by providing updates to the 
COE website on specific program webpages. It was also met by keeping students informed with communications via email, social media, and 
the COE website. 
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Office of the Dean 
 
 
Part I: Cover Page 
Administrative Units Assessment Report Template  
Record for Assessment of Outcomes 
The University of New Mexico 
 
 
 
Name of Administrative Unit/Department (if relevant): UNM Engineering Advisement 
          
Academic Year/Assessment Period: June 1, 2017 – May 31, 2018 
 
Submitted By (include email address): Quinton Freeman, qfreeman@unm.edu 
 
Date Submitted for Review: June 18, 2018    
 
State whether ALL of the SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within one year, two years, OR three years: One year 
 
If the unit’s SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within two years or three years, please state whether this assessment record focuses on SLOs/AUOs from the first year, 
second year, or third year:  
 
Describe the actions and/or improvements that were implemented during the previous reporting period (provide relevant evidence): A School of Engineering overview webpage 
was created and added in order to provide a landing page that would link to each SoE department. 
 
 
  
 
Part II: Assessment Report 
 
Unit Goal B: 
 
Administrative 
Unit/Student Learning 
Outcomes 
UNM’s Student 
Learning Goals 
and/or UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures incl. Measure 
Type (Direct or 
Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* 
 
 
Data Analysis* Recommendations for 
Improvement/ 
Changes* 
Colleges will update, when 
necessary, information on 
their posted degree 
program/major(s).  
 
UNM 2020 Goal 2 
and 3, OAS 
Mission: Lead and 
Advocate. 
Direct Colleges will update 
their information 
once a semester 
 
  
All six SoE 
departments provided 
updates on 
curriculum and 
academic 
opportunities (jobs, 
internships, speaker 
series, etc.) through 
either email listserv 
or their department 
website.  
Department 
webpages are kept 
current with degree 
program information 
and additional 
resources. All 
departments 
provided listserv 
emails or 
correspondence 
emails with 
webmasters showing 
information was 
updated and 
provided to students. 
At a minimum, review the 
SoE Academic Advisement 
webpage by July 1 each 
year in order to keep up 
with current information 
and links, etc. to each 
department or 
complementary resources.  
 
Based on the data results and analysis provided for the student learning/administrative unit outcome(s) listed in the table above, for EACH outcome, please state if the outcome was met, 
partially met, or not met. Briefly explain why: 
 
AUO B1 Colleges will update degree requirements on their website(s) on a semester basis. 
This goal was met with updates made once per year. Curriculum information was updated on department sites as changes were approved and put into the UNM catalog.  
 
AUO B2 Colleges will communicate student academic opportunities and resources via email, website, and/or social media on an annual basis. 
This goal was met. Departments sent communication via email to students regarding internships, job opportunities, advisement reminders and additional academic resources that enhance 
and attribute to the student experience.   
 
 
 
 
 
SoE Appendix - Goal B1: 
 
Chemical Engineering: 
  
 
 
 
  
 Electrical & Computer Engineering: 
 
 
Nuclear Engineering: 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Computer Science: 
  
 
 
 
Civil Engineering: 
 
  
 
  
 
 
Mechanical Engineering: 
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Administrative Units Assessment Report Template  
Record for Assessment of Outcomes 
The University of New Mexico 
 
 
 
Name of Administrative Unit/Department (if relevant): College of Fine Arts Student Success and Advisement Center 
          
Academic Year/Assessment Period: 2017 – 2018   
 
Submitted By (include email address): Jennifer Lucero, jennlu@unm.edu  
 
Date Submitted for Review: June 15, 2018   
 
State whether ALL of the SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within one year, two years, OR three years: 
 
If the unit’s SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within two years or three years, please state whether this assessment record focuses on 
SLOs/AUOs from the first year, second year, or third year:  
 
Describe the actions and/or improvements that were implemented during the previous reporting period (provide relevant evidence): 
 
 
 
 
Part II:  Assessment Report 
  
 
Administrative 
Unit/Student 
Learning Outcomes 
UNM’s 
Student 
Learning 
Goals and/or 
UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures incl. 
Measure Type 
(Direct or 
Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* 
 
 
Data Analysis* Recommendations 
for Improvement/ 
Changes* 
Colleges will update, 
when necessary, 
information on their 
posted degree 
program/major(s).  
 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Lead and 
Advocate. 
Direct Colleges will 
update their 
information once 
a semester 
We had several 
degrees get 
updated/revised 
during the 17/18 
academic year. 
We also created a 
new degree, the 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Interdis-
ciplinary Arts 
(BA IA).  Every 
summer we 
update the Fine 
Arts degrees page 
with updated 
degree packets 
that outline the 
changes to the 
degrees. I emailed 
our CFA 
Webmaster who 
replaced the 
outdated degree 
packets with the 
up-to-date 
versions. As the 
degree changes 
would only 
impact incoming 
students or 
students who 
inquire about 
changing their 
catalog year, 
By posting the 
updated degrees 
on our webpage, 
we only had to 
do one up date at 
the start of the 
17 – 18 year as 
the UNM 
Catalog only 
updates once a 
year as well.  For 
the BA IA, it is 
continuously 
evolving as we 
navigate the 
logistic of this 
new degree that 
does not have a 
prescribed 
curriculum. We 
modified the 
process upon the 
retirement of one 
of the co-
creators, Deanna 
Sanchez 
Mulcahy and we 
shall continue to 
evolve it as we 
learn its 
strengths and 
challenges 
(Appendix 3).  
We have seen our 
current model for 
degree packet updates 
work successfully so 
we shall continue to 
do it this way however 
we will be updating 
our website to make it 
easier to locate our 
documents as well as 
make them more user 
friendly.  As for the 
BA IA, Regina 
Chavez Puccetti is 
continuously looking 
for new opportunities 
to promote it but we 
have seen the 
enrollment numbers 
exceed our 
expectations. We will 
also continue to 
modify the degree 
parameters as we learn 
where current degrees 
are not meeting 
student needs and how 
the BAIA can address 
that deficit (if any).  
  
  
there was no need 
for advertisement. 
For the newly 
created BA IA 
degree, we 
worked with 
Faculty Advisor 
Regina Chavez 
Puccetti to begin 
promoting it to 
the other 
departments in 
the college 
through meetings 
(Appendix 1). We 
also reached out 
to New Student 
Orientation to see 
if she can 
participate in any 
fairs during 
orientations to 
promote the new 
degree (Appendix 
2). As we were 
not wanting to 
poach from 
existing degrees, 
we did not email 
to the student 
population but 
made targeted 
promotion to 
students who fit 
the parameters of 
the degree.  
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
Part I: Cover Page 
Administrative Units Assessment Report Template  
Record for Assessment of Outcomes 
The University of New Mexico 
 
 
 
Name of Administrative Unit/Department: College of Nursing 
          
Academic Year/Assessment Period: June 1, 2017 to May 31, 2018 
 
Submitted By: Nissane Capps ncapps@salud.unm.edu  
 
Date Submitted for Review: June 12, 2018     
 
State whether ALL of the SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within one year, two years, OR three years:  Goal B AUO’s were assessed in AY 
2016-17 report. 
 
If the unit’s SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within two years or three years, please state whether this assessment record focuses on 
SLOs/AUOs from the first year, second year, or third year: 2nd year 
 
Describe the actions and/or improvements that were implemented during the previous reporting period: 
AY 2016-17 actions continue into AY 2017-18, such as targeted emails, social media updates, and basic website updates such as application deadlines.  
Improvements such as Zoom orientations for our dual degree students continue and are very successful.  We are able to reach students across the state 
effectively and efficiently, while also meeting them “face to face”.       
 
Part II: Assessment Report 
 
Unit Goal B:  
 Administrative 
Unit/Student 
Learning Outcomes 
UNM’s 
Student 
Learning 
Goals and/or 
UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures incl. 
Measure Type 
(Direct or 
Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* 
 
 
Data Analysis* Recommendations 
for Improvement/ 
Changes* 
Colleges will update, 
when necessary, 
information on their 
posted degree 
program/major(s).  
 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Lead and 
Advocate. 
Direct AUO B1 
Colleges will 
update their 
information 
once a 
semester 
The benchmark has 
been met.   
1. The College of 
Nursing (CON) 
thoroughly updated 
degrees.unm.edu by 
breaking the BSN up 
into the two distinct 
options:  Nursing 
(Pre-Licensure) and 
Nursing (RN to BSN 
Option).  The 
previous version was 
a combination of the 
two options and was 
not accurate.  The 
process was started in 
December 2017 and 
finalized in March 
2018. 
 2. The HSC updated 
all department 
websites, including 
the CON: 
hsc.unm.edu/college-
of-nursing/.  This was 
a long-running 
initiative and went 
live in early 2018.    
1.  The update to 
degrees.unm.edu has 
been very successful 
and is now accurate in 
the different program 
requirements.  The 
collaboration with 
Institute of Design 
and Innovation to 
make the changes was 
positive.  
2.  The new HSC 
CON website has 
pros and cons.  The 
College does not have 
the same level of 
control over the site 
as previously, so 
updates are harder to 
initiate.  However the 
information is 
completely accurate 
and the look and 
branding is on point.  
The CON marketing 
and IT liaisons to 
HSC have been 
helpful and creative 
to find effective and 
elegant solutions.         
1.  It was very recently 
discovered that 
keyword search field 
on degrees.unm.edu 
does not find results 
when “RN to BSN” is 
entered.  In addition, 
the Pre-Licensure 
option does not come 
up when “BSN” is 
entered.  The CON 
will investigate if 
there is a solution to 
that.        
    AUO B2  
Colleges will 
communicate 
student 
academic 
opportunities 
and resources 
via email, 
website, and/or 
social media 
on an annual 
basis 
The benchmark has 
been met.  The CON 
has a very active and 
effective online 
presence.  Social 
media 
communication 
includes Facebook, 
Instagram, Snapchat, 
Twitter with linked 
messages.  We also 
email students with 
explicate registration 
processes, as it varies 
from program to 
program and cohort 
to cohort.  Examples 
are attached.      
The CON online 
presence is active for 
both prospective and 
active students.      
As appears to be the 
case for all advisement 
centers, students do 
not always check 
email.  Last academic 
year we had major 
disruptions to email as 
UNMH updated their 
email policy.  Those 
disruptions have been 
resolved, but we still 
have more run-of-the-
mill email challenges, 
slightly amplified 
because of the 
requirement to have 
HSC email.  Students 
have at least two 
school-related emails 
and in the case of New 
Mexico Nursing 
Education Consortium 
dual degree students, 
an email from the 
partner school as well.  
Directions to forward 
UNM to HSC email 
are built into CON 
orientations, the CON 
IT handbook, and 
reiterated at every 
chance.  However, not 
checking email is a 
constant issue with 
information not being 
received.  The issue of 
multiple emails 
bubbles up every so 
often, but thus far is 
 upheld by HSC 
leadership.  We 
believe that being a 
professional program, 
students need to learn 
to manage multiple 
information sources.  
 
Based on the data results and analysis provided for the student learning/administrative unit outcome(s) listed in the table above, for EACH outcome, please 
state if the outcome was met, partially met, or not met. Briefly explain why:   
AUO B1.  While there is room for minor tweaking, the benchmark has been met.  The information on degrees.unm.edu was very misleading and outdated 
that the undertaking was very needed.  Changes to the College of Nursing website have, overall, been positive.    
AUO B2.   The benchmark has been met.  Our online presence is accurate and targeted.  While the issue of multiple emails is challenging, we educate 
students about it from the start.  We have asked ourselves and our leadership “is this the way it needs to be” and thus far the answer is “Yes”.   
 
 
Evidence: 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Greeting Students, 
I hope your spring term has been great! I wanted to send an update about courses for Summer 2018 Level 3 and Fall 2018 L4.  
 
There are no required Nursing courses to take in Level 3 via UNM. However, it is a great time to take an upper division elective, UNM Core requirement, or residency elective 
if you need it. Remember, all students must take a minimum of 30 hours from UNM to graduate from UNM, and many students will need 3 hours at any level and any 
undergraduate subject to reach the required 30 hours.  
 
In Fall 2018 you’ll take NURS 402L via UNM. CRN: 61512 NURS 402L 032 Clin Int II 
The space in this class is reserved for you, however you will not be able to register for it until you have sent transcripts with L3 grades to have the prerequisite in place.  
 
The schedules for Summer 2018 and Fall 2018 have been released. You can access it on LoboWeb as well as at http://schedule.unm.edu/. Summer registrations opens for all 
student on April 16, 2018. Fall registration is based on earned hours and you can check your Registration Appointment Date on LoboWeb and here: 
http://registrar.unm.edu/Registration/index.html. April 17, 2018 is the earliest day for undergraduate students.  
 
If you would like to take Nursing upper division electives Summer 2018, the online courses currently offered are: 
27021 NURS 429.003 T: Special Populations Peds Jul 09, 2018 - Aug 19, 2018 
27015 NURS 429.008 T: Intro to Oncology Nursing May 14, 2018 - Jun 29, 2018 
27017 NURS 473.002 End of Life Care Jul 09, 2018 - Aug 19, 2018 
5833 NURS 474.060 Patient Education May 21, 2018 - Aug 10, 2018 
27171 NURS 480.001 Complimentary & Alternative Med May 21, 2018 - Aug 10, 2018 
 
Fall 2018 upper division Nursing electives are: 
61030 NURS 429.062 T: Breastfeeding Prerequisite N321 Assessment and Health Promotion or equivalent. Sep 04, 2018 - Dec 14, 2018 
61131 NURS 429.064 T: Spec Population Pediatrics Oct 29, 2018 - Dec 14, 2018 
62601 NURS 433.002 Intro to Holistic Nursing Oct 29, 2018 - Dec 14, 2018 
54000 NURS 474.060 Patient Education Sep 04, 2018 - Dec 14, 2018 
 
You can contact me if for an override allowing you to register for a Nursing elective.  
 
Please keep your UNM academic record up to date as you progress. When your L2 grades post send your official transcripts to UNM Admissions:  
Mailing Address: PO Box 4895 Albuquerque, NM 87196-4895  
Electronic Transcripts & Records: apply@unm.edu  
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. You may email me from your Salud email, or schedule an appointment from the link in my signature below. In addition to in-
person appointments, I can accommodate phone or Zoom video conferencing. If you would like one of those options please type that into the “Special Instructions” field of the 
appointment.  
 
If you have not done so, please add a signature to your Salud email with your name, UNM ID number, and your BSN dual degree partner school. This helps me greatly when 
you email me! 
 
Thank you, 
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Administrative Units Assessment Report Template  
Record for Assessment of Outcomes 
The University of New Mexico 
 
 
 
Name of Administrative Unit/Department (if relevant): College of Pharmacy 
          
Academic Year/Assessment Period: June 1, 2017-May 31, 2018 
 
Submitted By (include email address):  Krystal Ward, klward@salud.unm.edu  
 
Date Submitted for Review: 6/18/2018    
 
State whether ALL of the SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within one year, two years, OR three years: 
 
If the unit’s SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within two years or three years, please state whether this assessment record focuses on 
SLOs/AUOs from the first year, second year, or third year:  
 
Describe the actions and/or improvements that were implemented during the previous reporting period (provide relevant evidence): 
 
Part II: Assessment Report 
 
Unit Goal B: 
 
  
 Administrative 
Unit/Student 
Learning Outcomes 
UNM’s 
Student 
Learning 
Goals and/or 
UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures 
incl. 
Measure 
Type (Direct 
or Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* 
 
 
Data Analysis* Recommendations 
for Improvement/ 
Changes* 
Colleges will update, 
when necessary, 
information on their 
posted degree 
program/major(s).  
 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Lead and 
Advocate. 
Direct Colleges will 
update their 
information once a 
semester 
Two degrees for the 
College of Pharmacy 
(COP) were updated in 
FY18.  We added an 
EAP program and a 
BSPS program.  Our 
PharmD program 
remained the same.  
Degree information 
was updated in a 
timely manner.  A new 
website was launched 
for our Early 
Assurance Program 
with prose written 
through our office 
(Appendix 1).  
Students were alerted 
to our EAP Program 
through email 
(Appendix 2).  We 
also launched a BSPS 
program this year, 
students were made 
aware of this program 
and how to graduate 
through email 
(Appendix 3). 
With rolling out 
2 new programs 
this year, the 
EAP and the 
BSPS, we were 
able to notify 
students and 
encourage 
students to 
complete the 
requirements.  
Since the 
changes only 
happened 1 time, 
there was only 
updates at one 
time point, not 
once a semester.   
There is always room 
for process 
improvement.  We can 
work to review our 
requirements more 
frequently.  
 
    
  
  
  
 
What is Early Assurance? 
As and undergraduate interested in pursuing a Docrtorate of Pharmacy (PharmD), consider applying fothe Early Assurance Pack (EAP) at the University of New Mexico College of Pharmacy. EAP is your way to secure 
a spot in the only PharmD program in New Mexico up to TWO YEARS before starting the pharmacy school.  
A career in Pharmcy is very rewarding and knowing your spot is secure can help you prepare yourself for the path ahead. The UNM College of Pharmacy (COP) has created a program designed to help student’s prepatre 
themselves for the rigors and rewards of the PharmD program.  
 
Do I Qualify?  
As an undergraduate of UNM you can qualify for the EAP if you meet the following criteria: 
 Must be currently enrolled at UNM as an Undergrad 
 
 3.0 GPA in your undergrad courses 
 
 30 hours of college credit complete, or will have by the end of Spring Semester 
 
 AT LEAST 40 hours remaining of the required 91 hours of COP Pre-Pharmacy Prerequisites  
 
 Completed MATH 121 by the end of Spring Semester 
 
Application for the EAP are due in the spring of every year. Thusly, all qulaifications are measure by your status at the end of the spring semester you plan to apply. Therefore, if you only have 15 hours by the end of fall 
and are planning to take an additional 15 hours in the following spring semester you will have a total of 30 hours of college credit by the end of the spring semester. This means you will qualify to apply. The same rules 
are applied to the G.P.A. requirement, 40 hours remaining, and the completion of Math 121. Students in the EAP are required to maintain an over G.P.A. of 3.0 through their time in the program.  
Please contact the COP Office of Student Services if you have any questions about your ability to qualify.  
 
What are the benefits?  
Once accepted into the EAP you will many benefits to help you on your path to your PharmD. These benefits include: 
 Become a part of the COP community 
 Specialized Advising by the COP Advisor 
 Participate in a special summer program to prepare you for pharmacy school. 
 Opportunity to shadow an connect with current Pharmacy students 
 Learn about the pharmacy profession through college activities. 
 Get guidance from a faculty mentor about Pharmacy Careers 
 Take part in a special multiple mini interview (MMI) session to help you understand and feel comfortable with the MMI process. 
 Receive a yearly invitation to a special dinner with the Dean. 
 
 
Free Pharmacy School Application! 
Special for EAP students, the UNM COP will cover the cost of the PharmCAS application for EAP students. As an EAP student, you will apply to the PharmD program with the Early Decision application, an application 
typically due in September of the year you wish to apply to the PharmD program. This means you know you are admitted the October BEFORE matriculation. 
Please speak with the COP Office of student services about any questions you have!  
 
If this sounds like the program for you DO NOT WAIT! Contact the UNM COP Office of Students Services TODAY! 
 
 
Introduction: The following template provides the guidelines for annually recording the assessment of student learning outcomes and/or administrative unit 
outcomes (AUOs) for academic and non-academic administrative units at UNM. Alternative formats (e.g., those used by relevant professional associations) 
may be acceptable as long as the assessment information requested in this template is provided. If you have any questions, please contact the Office of 
Assessment at assess@unm.edu or (505) 277-4130. 
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Administrative Units Assessment Report Template  
Record for Assessment of Outcomes 
The University of New Mexico 
 
 
 
Name of Administrative Unit/Department): University College 
          
Academic Year/Assessment Period: June 1, 2017 to May 31, 2018 
 
Submitted By: Marlene Sanchez mhs@unm.edu 
 
Date Submitted for Review:  June 18th, 2018   
 
All SLO’s/AUO’s are measured within one year.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part II: Assessment Report 
 
Unit Goal B: 
 
Administrative 
Unit/Student Learning 
Outcomes 
UNM’s Student 
Learning Goals 
and/or UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures incl. 
Measure Type 
(Direct or Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* 
 
 
Data Analysis* Recommendations for 
Improvement/ 
Changes* 
Colleges will update, 
when necessary, 
information on their 
posted degree 
program/major(s).  
 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Lead and 
Advocate. 
Direct Colleges will 
update their 
information once 
a semester 
University College 
provides 
information to 
students via the 
ucstudents-l listserv 
(Figure 3). 
This information is 
disseminated to 
undecided, pre-
health sciences, 
Bachelors of liberal 
arts and integrated 
studies (BLA), and 
Native American 
Studies (NAS) 
students.  
 
The University 
College website: 
ucollege.unm.edu 
(Figure 1), is 
updated at least 
once a semester at 
the beginning of 
the fall and spring 
semesters. (Figure 
1a).   
 
College specific 
information can 
also be found 
through our social 
media outlet.  
(Figure 2).  
The benchmark 
was met.  Website 
and social media 
was updated at the 
beginning of each 
academic 
semester. In 
addition, due to 
UCAC name 
change—to EPAC 
information was 
updated again 
mid-Spring 
semester to reflect 
the change and 
provide students 
with  new 
Advisor/advising 
assignments, and 
office hours. 
 
Change from previous 
assessment: Website is 
updated in the summer 
to reflect summer office 
hours, suspension 
appeals and NSO 
updates. 
 
   
 
Figure 1: University College Website 
  
 
Figure 1a. Updated information 
 
 
Figure 2. Social Media updates. 
 
    
 
Figure 3. Sample email from Native American Studies listserv 
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The University of New Mexico 
 
 
 
Name of Administrative Unit/Department (if relevant): Organization, Information & Learning Sciences 
          
Academic Year/Assessment Period: 2017-2018 
 
Submitted By (include email address):  Christopher Larrañaga, Program Manager   (chrisla1@unm.edu) 
 
Date Submitted for Review:  June 18, 2018    
 
State whether ALL of the SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within one year, two years, OR three years: 
 
If the unit’s SLOs/AUOs are targeted/assessed/measured within two years or three years, please state whether this assessment record focuses on 
SLOs/AUOs from the first year, second year, or third year:  
 
Describe the actions and/or improvements that were implemented during the previous reporting period (provide relevant evidence): 
 
 
 
Part II: Assessment Report 
 
Unit Goal B: 
 
 
 Administrative 
Unit/Student Learning 
Outcomes 
UNM’s Student 
Learning Goals 
and/or UNM’s 
Strategic Plan 
Assessment 
Measures incl. 
Measure Type 
(Direct or 
Indirect)* 
Performance 
Benchmark 
Data Results* 
 
 
Data Analysis* Recommendations for 
Improvement/ 
Changes* 
 Colleges will update, 
when necessary, 
information on their 
posted degree 
program/major(s).  
 
UNM 2020 
Goal 2 and 3, 
OAS Mission: 
Lead and 
Advocate. 
Direct 
 
AUO B1 Colleges 
will update their 
information once a 
semester 
 
 
 
The College of 
University 
Libraries-OILS 
websites and 
advising materials 
are regularly 
reviewed for 
updating as needed 
(i.e., screenshots 
of websites with 
materials posted) 
 
 
AUO B2 At least 
one 
communication 
will be sent to 
students regarding 
OILS information 
and resources per 
semester.  The 
website and 
advising materials 
are reviewed and 
updated each 
semester by the 
website moderator 
and faculty based 
upon any changes 
or updates from 
department or 
catalog. 
Met 
The website and 
advising materials 
are reviewed and 
updated each 
semester by the 
website moderator 
and faculty based 
upon any changes 
or updates from 
department or 
catalog. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Met 
The College of 
University 
Libraries-OILS 
advisor sends 
announcements to 
students via email, 
listservs and social 
media (i.e. copy of 
listervs and social 
media activities 
logs or reports) 
The College of 
University 
Libraries-OILS-
oils.unm.edu/ 
website and 
advising materials 
will be reviewed 
This is done as 
changes occur 
and at least once 
a semester. 
Website 
Moderator is a 
GA in our 
department and 
is in the 
meetings when 
updates are 
decided. At this 
point he updates 
the website 
immediately. 
Updates include 
OILS 
curriculum, 
admission 
requirements, 
UG 2 yr. course 
offerings and 
processes for 
graduation. 
 
 
Since the OILS 
UG/Grad 
population is 
mostly online, 
listservs are used 
to reach out to 
UG and Grad 
students. There 
is a specific 
listserv for UG, 
MA and PhD.  
 
Modify criteria for 
success to be higher. 
Update all OILS students 
with the most current 
information, i.e., POS, 
Website and Recruitment 
Material. 
 
All other advisement 
material is reviewed and 
modified during catalog 
review meetings and 
updated by the UL 
Marketing Manager. This 
allows for when the 
student visits in person 
they will have the most 
up-to-date information.  
Students are encouraged 
to visit the OILS website 
often.  
 
 
Modify criteria for 
success to be higher.        
 
 
 
Manage and update new 
OILS Facebook Page. 
Ensure cleanup of listserv 
for outdated students and 
that students receive the 
most current info via 
email and website info. 
 
 
Students are advised of 
the changes to our 
 for updating at 
least once per 
semester 
On Average, 
communication to 
OILS students 
goes out via email 
and OILS listservs, 
at least twice a 
semester. Website 
is updated as 
needed. 
program, curriculum and 
due dates via listserv 
emails. Emails also go 
out to students each 
semester to contact me 
for advisement and 
review of final schedule. 
 
A OILS Facebook Page 
was created  summer 
2017 and is moderated 
and kept current.  
 
Based on the data results and analysis provided for the student learning/administrative unit outcome(s) listed in the table above, for EACH 
outcome, please state if the outcome was met, partially met, or not met. Briefly explain why: 
 
OILS has met and exceeded the benchmark given. OILS has attended all outreach events given by UNM, this allowed to meet with current OILS 
students at branch campuses and also recruit new students as well. We have also done our own outreach with SFCC and SIPI. OILS has recently 
signed an MOU with CNM to ensure a smooth transition for students between institutions. OILS is also working on an MOU with SFCC. OILS 
has their own Advisory Board, which meets at least one a semester to allow us to give our students ideas of what the workforce is needing at the 
time to gear them up for jobs after they graduate. These meetings also start conversations for the upcoming events, such as, the OILS EXPO and 
Professional Alliance Mixer. 
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OILS Program of Studies Sample 
    
  
  
  
 
OILS Facebook 
 
 
 
  
  
Appendix – Goal C  
 
Advisor Institute Agendas 
 
  
  
 Sample Fall 2017 Advisor Institute Survey Results 
 
I gained new information during the updates from Enrollment Management and the Bursar  
 
 
 
 
Cultivating Primary Identities: The Fine Art of Cross Cultural Communication was informative  
 
 
 
 Sample Spring 2018 Advisor Institute Evaluation Results 
 
The Advisor Institute Contributed to my professional development. 
 
 
 
 
 
Moving Beyond “The Core is in My Way” was informative. 
 
 
  
 
Advising Matters Agendas 
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Advisement Survey Findings 4/24/2018 
 
